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For the Dance and Theater
Designs by The Fashion Editors
Drawings by Augusta Reimer
THE problem of how best to use a bordered
material is solved attractively in the simple
and pretty frock shown below, which is
equally appropriate for the dance and the
theater.
Patterns (No. 7090) for this dress—
with a three-piece skirt and a four-piece
tunic—come in three sizes: 16, 17 and 18
years. Size 18years requires four yards and
a half of 36-inch satin, and five yards and
a half of 24-inch, or wider, bordered material.
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ANEW note in tunics, bordering closely
on the pannier idea, is the gathered overskirt of the pink silk and white chiffon
dress in the upper group.
Patterns (No. 7092) for this dress—
closing in the back, with a three-piece
slightly gathered skirt and a three-piece
tunic—come in three sizes: 16, 17 and
18 years. Size 18 years requires three
yards and a quarter of 36-inch silk, and
four yards of 45-inch chiffon.

The Ladies’ Home Journal, September 1912
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SHOWN in the white over canary-colored silk dress pictured in the upper
group is a good-taste idea for using lace
or embroidery flouncing or bordered materials in narrow widths.
Patterns (No. 7094) for this dress—
with slightly raised waist-line, a separate
guimpe and a four-gored skirt—come in
three sizes: 16, 17 and 18 years. Size 18
years requires five yards and a quarter of
36-inch silk, and eight yards and a half of
22-inch flouncing.
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What I See in New York
By Blanche G. Merritt: With Drawings by Agnes Paterson
WHILE you may wear your kimono
ILLUSTRATED on the lower left is ansleeves and withstand Dame Fashion’s
other waist that has the drop-shoulder
stare with perfect composure, and even
effect. The sleeves are of a different type
make up your next summer’s dresses
from the others, and by perforations the
that way, set-in sleeves are again the
waist may be made into a very pretty
latest fashion; but, of course, they are
jumper. While the inner yoke and the
not like the old set-in sleeves, for the
lower part of the sleeves are of lace the
armholes are enlarged more or less and
other one is of the waist material, rather
either dropped or raised at the shoulheavily braided, and the edges are overders, and the sleeves are set in without
bound with small satin bias bands, such
fullness and stitched after the manner
as are used for the loops that fasten to
of shirtsleeves—that is, the body part
the covered buttons. The pattern (No.
is stitched over on to the sleeve. In the
6762)—for ladies and misses—comes
first of the two waists on the right the
in seven sizes: 32 to 44 inches bust meadropped shoulder seam is shown. This
sure.
sleeve finishes at the wrist without any
The shirtwaist shown on the lower
fullness, but another sleeve is given in
right
of the center of the page is the
6765
6760
the pattern that has just a little fullness
The New Waists Have Set-In Sleeves
newest type of a tailored model, exat the dropped shoulder and at the cuff.
ceedingly good for light-weight wool,
This waist has a new flat circular collar, and. is extended below heavy linen or cotton, or taffeta. It has the new sleeves set into
the belt by a small, shaped peplum. The sleeves are arranged the large armholes, and it opens down the center front. It may
for shorter length with turnback cuffs. So you see you have a be worn with a stiff collar, or, like the one sketched, a collar
pattern from which you can make several kinds of waists. This made of the waist material, where the little turnover collar and
pattern (No. 6765)—for ladies and misses—comes in seven cuffs show the picot finish so much used with the raw edges that
sizes: 32 to 44 inches bust measure.
are now left unhemmed. The cravat of folded ribbon, matching
Pattern No. 6760, besides showing the piping, and the buttons and turnover eftwo ways to trim the waist, gives the fects show an added touch of novelty. Pipraised sleeve-line and both long and ing is used to outline these new shoulder
short sleeves, and, when
seams in many of the models, as
it is combined with one
it makes a nice finish. Another
of the two, three or six
pattern is given with the waist
gored skirts, makes a
pattern for sleeves which fit in
smart model for linens
the same armholes but which
and the lovely mercerare gathered at the lower edges
ized washable materials
into deep cuffs. The pattern (No.
now seen in the shops.
6767) comes in six sizes: 32 to
This pattern also has a
42 inches bust measure.
peplum crossed front
and back below the belt,
RUFFLES and deep berthas are
although it is not shown
coming in quietly but surely. The
here, and long sleeves
berthas are not very full and the
6767
the
slight
fullness
of
ruffles are scant or circular, but Tailored Shirtwaist
6762
which is laid in tucks at
if you wish your new summer
Overbound Edges
the wrists. For the trimdress—that you will wear for graduating or to a wedming on the waist illustrated—the second one
ding or some other such occasion—to be very much
above—the newest combination would be fine
up-to-date it will be well to make it up in some such
washable cotton crêpe, combined with Turkish
style as that afforded by Pattern No. 6761, which is
toweling, which should be used for the revers and
especially suitable for combinations of all-over emcuffs—these, of course, being all that are washbroideries or lace with plain materials, or figured with
able. But the model is equally good to make up of
plain, transparent materials. There is quite a choice in
changeable taffeta, foulard, cotton or silk voile to
the way you can make up this dress, as the pattern conmatch your tailored skirt. This pattern (No. 6760)
sists first of a one-piece dress having a raised waistcomes in six sizes: 32 to 42 inches bust measure.
line, slightly dropped shoulder seams and long or short
6761
New Ruffled Skirt

The Ladies’ Home Journal, March 1912
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FRENCH LINGERIE
CONSIDERATIONS OF COMFORT, ATTRACTIVENESS AND
DESIGN 5596 is for new
French circular, open drawers.
In making the new design, the
wants of womankind have
been carefully considered, and
all possible pains have been
taken to perfect its cut in regard
to both comfort and attractiveness. To please those women
who like a perfectly flat back
and also those who like some
additional ease, introduced at
the back, they have been given the two possibilities of being made in habit style or with
an inverted plait. They may
also be in twenty-five-inch or
shorter length, and may have
a fancy or straight round outline at the lower edge with or
without straight ruffles. The
lower edge of each leg measures fifty-two inches around
in medium size. The scallop
is from a Butterick transfer.
Nainsook, and long-cloth are
suggested materials.
For a woman of medium
size, one yard and threeeighths of material thirty-sixinches wide, three yards and
three-quarters of edging six
inches wide, and three yards
and five-eighths of insertion
to trim as in main view, will
be required.
Design 5596 may be obtained in eight sizes, from
twenty-two to thirty-six inches waist, price ten cents.

Nightgown 5607

A FRENCH princess combination for ladies is given in design 5608. The corset
cover and open drawers are cut in one
piece and are faultlessly fitted in at the
waist by darts. The drawers are narrow,
each leg being twenty-three inches and
one-half wide at the bottom in medium
size. Many like to draw them into a band
at the lower edge, but that may be as one
prefers. The neck may be high, round,
square or pointed, and shield sleeves may
be used or not. For materials, nainsook,
muslin, long-cloth and batiste are suggested, and for hand-embroidery a Butterick transfer.
The Delineator, August 1912

Combination 5608

Nightgown 5565

For a woman of medium size, two
yards and five-eighths of material thirtysix inches wide and one yard and onehalf of beading will be required for the
combination as shown in the main view.
Design 5608 may be obtained in nine
sizes, from thirty-two to forty-eight inches bust measure, price fifteen cents.
THE nightgown with a square yoke is
with good reason a general favorite among
particular women. It is liked for the
pretty smoothness which the yoke gives
around the neck and shoulders, combined
with plenty of fulness in the lower part of

Drawers 5596

the gown, and because the straight line
is an easy one to finish and trim. Design
5607 for a ladies’ nightgown has one
with several charming neck possibilities,
V-shaped as in the large illustration, cut
out in a becoming square, or high when
it may be trimmed with a round collar or
with a dainty frill of edging. The sleeves,
too, may be in either of two pretty styles
when they are in the shorter length, or
they may be in full length gathered into a
band at the wrist. Rows of insertion, fancy tucking and a hand-embroidered scallop for which a design may be obtained
in a Butterick transfer are suggestions
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Greenhut-Siegel Cooper, Spring & Summer 1912
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Samaritaine, Winter 1911-1912
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Greenhut-Siegel Cooper Co., Spring & Summer 1912
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SMART LITTLE NEW SUITS FOR BOYS
5449—BOYS’ KNICKERBOCKERS,
with legbands or elastics. Only in sizes
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. Size 10
years requires 1 1/8 yards 44-inch material without up and down. Price, with
Guide-Chart, 10 cents.
6563—BOYS’ SHIRT-WAIST, with high
turn-down or round collar and full-length
shirt sleeves, with band or double cuff.
To be made with or without yoke at back
or pocket. Only in sizes 6, 8, 10,

12 and 14. Size 10 requires 2 yards 36inch material. Price, with Guide-Chart,
10 cents.
6646—BOYS’ SUIT, with knickerbockers and plain trousers. Double-breasted
coat with notched collar, and two-piece
sleeve. With or without turn-back cuffs
or belt. Only in sizes 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14.
Size 10 requires 3 ¼ yards 36-inch material without up and down. Price, with
Guide-Chart, 15 cents.
(continued on the next page)
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